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1) The warm anticyclone above Tibet during summer 

The discovery of the quasipermanent , high-tropospheric 

warm-core anticyclone above the Tibetan highlands during sum

mer resulted, during the second World War, from a study of 

W 	 pilot-balloon data above Northern India. The shift from 

westerlies to easterlies and the increase of easterlies 

with height was such a remarkable and permanent feature, 

that its interpretation by the thermal wind equation convin

cingly lead to the hypothesis of a warm anticyclone north 

of the Himalayas at the layer 300-100 mbs (Scherhag 1948, 

p. 75). The present author was then (1943) occupied with 

the task to investigate upper-air conditions above Central 

and Southern Asia for a flight from the European theater of 

war towards Japan. In the first years after the war, careful 

evaluations of surface observations from expeditions at the 

Tibetan highlands (Flohn 1950, 1959) confirmed this anti 

cyclone; estimates of the 500 mb temperature near +1-2o C 

derived from surface data were later verified by radiosonde 

data (Flohn 1968). Independently, a member of Riehl's group 

(Yin 1949) outlined the role of the Tibetan highlands for the 

~ 	onset of the Indian summer monsoon, together with the abrupt 

shift of the subtropical jet from the southern to the northern 

edge of the highlands triggered by its seasonal warming (Staff 

member 1959). 

Since 	some instrumental errors together with diurnal vari 

ation of temperature above the hiqhlands lead to some mis

interpretation, a reevaluation of all available data was 

carried out (Flohn 1968) which confirmed the reversal of 

the high-tropospheric temperature gradient above southern 

Asia and Africa. Most important was the confirmation of an 

elongated warm core in the 300-500 mb layer (Fig. 1) centered 

near 30
0 

N, 86
0 

E, based on radiosonde and thermal wind data 
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from the period 1956-63. The same core exists also above 

that layer upto 100 rob; here the Tibetan summer anticyclone 

reaches its largest intensity as a nearly permanent feature, 

even if its center may shift between Long. 60
0 

and 1100 E. 

This upper anticyclone coincides with wide-spread cumu

lonimbus activity above the eastern part of the highlands 

(east of 8SoE), as derived from a statistical evaluation of 

satellite pictures. The release of latent heat contributes 

much to the maintenance of the upper warm layer, which is 

about 100 e warmer than the equatorial atmosphere. Estimates 

of both the sensible heat flux at the arid part of western 

Tibet and of the condensation heat released above eastern 

Tibet (Flohn 196b) yielded rather similar values near 250 
2Langley/day or 120 watt/m . The high lapse rate of all avail

able ascents during the afternoon of 7-90 e/km in the layer 

4-7 km indicates high conditional instability, compared with 

a tropical standard value of 5.80 e. All these effects are 

caused by the elevated position of the heated surface around 

4500 m, unique in its altitude and in its extension over about 
22 million km in subtropical latitudes. An additional heating 

effect has been suggested (among others) by Riehl (1979): 

absorption of solar radiation by high-tropospheric dust, 

which should be checked above that area. 

2) Tibetan warm anticyclone and tropical easterly jet 

Each large-scale map of the high-tropospheric flow during 

northern summer shows (Krishnamurti 1973) the occurrence 

of a huge anticyclone extending, along 25-300 N, from western 

Africa upto the Ryu-Kyu Islands (i.e. over 1500 longitude) 

and of a permanent easterly flow along its southern edge, 

concentrated at 10-150 N and around the 150 mb level Or an 

altitude of 14 kms (Fig. 2). This tropical easterly jet has 

been first outlined by Koteswaram (1958); its physical 

characteristics have been investigated by Flohn (1964). Its 

highest intensity (average about 35 mis, extreme values upto 

80 m/s) occurs above India, where the meridional temperature 

increase from the equator to southern Tibet reaches its maximum. 

Above southeast Asia, between 1300 E and SOoE, the easterly 
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jet accelerates, partly by gaining momentum from a northerly 

flow component around the anticyclone, partly by the increase 

of the meridional temperature gradient. In contrast to this, 

the jet stream decelerates above the Arabian Sea and Africa be

fore it disappears west of Dakar. 

Similar to the average structure of a jet stream in the wester

lies, ageostrophic cross-circulaticnsdevelop in the entrance 

and exit regions of the jet, with a reversal of their direction. 

In the entrance region (east of Long. 800 E) the ageostrophic 

component within the jet is directed towards the cool side. i.e. 

towards south: here it converts available potential energy into 

'-'kinetic energy and is accompanied by rising warm air and sink

ing cool air at the northern resp. southern flanks of the jet. 

In the elongated exit region (west of 80
o

E) the ageostrophic 

component (135 cm/s) is directed versus north: here it converts 

kinetic energy into potential energy, and is accompanied by sub

siding warm air (about 1.1 cm/s) above the arid belt from 

Rajasthan to the western Sahara and by rising cool air at the 

equatorial side. This circulation is thermally indirect (Flohn 

1964): it consumes kinetic energy to maintqin the permanent 

anticyclonic cell (300-100 mbs) with a flow component to\~ards 

biqh pressure, as a consequence of the unique heating of air 

above Tibet. This gives a physically sound interpretation of 

the strange fact, that in the Sahara tropical summer rains are 

suppressed north of about Lat. 16oN, in contrast to all other 

continents where they reach latitudes between 23° and 27° 

(Flohn 1966). 

~ The large-scale role of the development of the Tibetan anti

cyclone during late spring is twofold: 

a) The reversal of the meridional temperature and pressure 

gradient above India triggers a rearrangement of the low-level 

pressure and wind distribution, together with an abrupt advance 

of monsoonal rains. 

b) It causes the formation of the tropical easterly jet in 

the upper troposphere, with a reversal of ageostrophic cross" 

circulations and vertical motion patterns between Southeast Asia 

at the entrance, Southwest Asia and North Africa at ~ne exit 

of the jet, thus intensifying and expanding, during this season, 
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the area of subsidence and aridity in 


adjacent arid areas upto Rajasthan. 


Both ageostrophic cross-circulations, projected 

meridional plane, are much stronger than 

celli latitudinally averaged, they 

3) Diurnal circulations 

In each mOClntain area of sufficient height 

archy of scales of "topoclimatic· winds 

Local scale: slope winds, 

Regional scale: valley and mountain breezes 

Macroscale: diurnal 

lowlands. 

The overwhelming heating intensity of the Tibetan 

produces,during summer, a macroscale 

low-level inflow has been demonstrated with 

pilot-balloon data at many stations at 

1970); a divergent outflow into all directions 

at the layer 500-300 rob, for the difference 

and 06h winds (Flohn 1965, Fig. 6). 

the maintenance of this thermal circulation, 

form, during the night. At the 

the diurnal valley breeze begins, 

ding valleys (Drosh and Gangtok, Flohn 

at 300-600 m above qround, at other stations 

winds blow upwards (Flohn 1968, Fig. 

Another, mora recent, example has 


at Lhajung in the Nepal Himalaya. 


following distribution of up-valley 


was observed: 

the Sahara and in the 

at a vertical 

the planetary Hadley 

cancel partially. 

and -width, a hier

and circulations exists: 

glaCier winds 

circulation between mountain area and 

highlands 

thermal circulation. The 

surface winds and 

the margin (Flohn 1968, 

could be shown, 

vector between 1Sh 

The unique feature here is 

in a slightly weaker 

early morning (06-0So ), before 

the wind in some of the ascen

1970) still blows upwards 

even thE' surface 

5). 

been found by Inoue (1976) 

During May-August 1974 the 
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The surprising nocturnal maintenance of the macroscale thermal 

circulation, overwhelming smaller-scale circulations, is also 

indicated by the high frequency of showers and thunderstorms 

during each 6h -period of the day (cf. Tables 1-4, Flohn 1968), 

even at 5tation[; at the cent ..... r of the High lands (e.g. Heiho). 

The release of latent heat by nocturnal showers maintains a slight

ly weaker thermal circulation during the night; the shower fre

quency reaches its maximum at 18-21h, minimum at late morninq. 

4) .Mod(~ls of the summer anticyclone in the upper troposphere 

One of the first model experiments on the role of the Tibetan 

highlands on the atmospheric circulation during summer has been 

performed by Murakami and CoIl. using a two-dimensional 8-level 

model along Long. BOoE (see Godbole 1974). After removal of the 

mountains, no realistic simulation of the zonal wind profile could 

be achieved. A rather sati sfactory solution has been gi "en by 

Hahn and Manabe (1975) using a global 11-level circulation model 

with a smoothed topography and a grid with a mesh-size near 

270 kms. In such a model \lery high but narrow mountain ranges 

as at the margins of the Tibetan hiqhlands (e.g. himalaya, 

Karakorum, Kuenlunl disappear. ThuR only the broad circulation 

<1spects can be expected to be realistically simulated. The model 

was run with and without mountains, with strikinqly different 

results for the height of t,he 1000 mb surface, the zonal wind 

distributi'on. thA sao mb temperature, the release of latent 

heat (=prec:ipitation) and zonally averaqed fields of temperature, 

geopotential, relative humidity and meridional circulation for 

Long. 80-9S o E. Po comparison shows that all essential 'features 

- tl1e warm-core upper anticyclone, the average up".-Jard motion above 

the highlands, the displacement of the subtropical (westerly) 

jet to Lat. 45 0 N and of the tropical easterly jet from the 

equator to about 150 N - are only seen in the model with mountains. 

The land-sea distribution alone, without mountains, would simu

late a broad arid zone extending from Lat. 200 N to 35-40o N, to

gether with a surface monsoon low in Manchuria~ As an example, 

500 mb temperatures for July above central Tibet are obtained 

from the model with (without) mountains to be -20 C (-130 Cl in 

comparison to the observed values of -0.5 resp. +2.3 0 C (06 resp, 
h18 local time) (Flohn 1968). Using upper wind observations 

* Northeast of China --- Editor 
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averaged over 06 and lSh local time, with inflow in the lower 

and outflow in the upper troposphere, Flohn (1968) has esti

mated an average daily uplift of 1.4 cm/s at Soo mb abovQ the 

plateau, while the Hahn-Manabe model yields values around 100 

mb/d cCjuivalc:nt to 2 cm/s. 

S) Paleoclimatic implications 

Recent studies (e.g. Zhang Quingsong et al. and Wang Funao, 

this volume) have indicated that the planation of the Tibetan 

·plateau· has occurred during the Pliocene under a trooical 

savanna climate at an altitude near 1000 m above sea level. 

During late Pliocene (about 3 million year ago) the climate was 

still subtropical and humid, dry only in the north. (This evi

dence seems to be partly inconsistent with thE' "No mountain" 

model of Hahn and Manabe.) The uplift of the plateau began near 

the end of the Pliocene, with three periods of rapid lifting; 

apparently it is still in progress. During this period, the 

average lifting rate must have been in the order of 1-1.S rom/ 

year, but most probably this was a discontinuous, episodic pro

cess. 

Recent evidence has been found - set' Maley, [lutzer, \viUjams 

in: Williams-Faure 19S0 - indicating that a gradual desiccation 

of the Sahara ~tarted also during and after Pliocene, a slow 

trend Which was blurred by the rather abrupt chanaes botween 

drier and more humid climates caused by the sequence of some 

20 gJacials and interglacials of the last 2 million years. 

During this period, the forced indirect circulation in the 

exit region of th<.: tropical easterly jet. above Africa sho:.lld 

have gradually intenSified. The most important consequence of 

this intensification was a gradual suppression of the summer 

rains in the latitude belt 18-2So N, where it should have been 

developed in analogy to all other continents (Flohn 1966). 

?he uplift of the Tibetan Plateau is certainly not responsible 

for the occurrence of a dry zone in subtrooical Africa which is 

a planetary feature, but for its gradual intensification and 

expansion into the belt of tropical summer rains during the 

last three million years, 
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Fig. 1 Thickness of the 500-300 mb layer in geopocentia1 meters 
and thermal winds, July and August. 
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Fig. 2 Resultant winds and isotachs (lkt 0.5 m/s) at 150 mbs (equivalent 
14 kms), July-August. Dashed lines: axis of the easterly jet at 100 and 200 
mbs (equivalent 16.5 and 12 kms).
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